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Paper Nr.

Special Session Technologies for DC Grids

1 Marine DC Power Distribution Networks  Seongil Kim, Gabriele Ulissi, Drazen Dujic, Power Electronics Laboratory, EPFL, CH; Soo-Nam Kim, Hyundai Electric & Energy Systems, KP

2 Early Validation of Resonant DC-DC Converter for Wind Turbines Connected to MVDC Grids  Catalin Gabriel Dincan, Philip Kjaer, Aalborg University, DK

3 DC Grid Technology – Advances in Efficient Power Conversion, Multi-Node Control, and Medium Voltage DC Grid Design and Requirements for Planning and Operation  Peter Luerkens, Rik W. De Doncker, Asimenia Korompili, Antonello Monti, Albert Moser, Jens Priebe, Johannes Voss, RWTH Aachen University, D

4 MVDC Applications and Technology  Jürgen Steinke, Francisco Canales, Philippe Maibach, Gabriel Ortiz, Peter Steimer, ABB Switzerland, CH

Advanced SiC MOSFET

5 Threshold Voltage Instability in SiC Power MOSFETs  Giuseppe Consentino, Esteban Guevara, Luis Sanchez, Felice Crupi, University of Calabria, I; Susanna Reggiani, University of Bologna, I; Gaudenzio Meneghesso, University of Padova, I

6 Study on Transient Light Emission of SiC Power MOSFETs Regarding the Sensing of Source-Drain Currents in Hard Switched Power Electronic Applications  Jonathan Winkler, Jan Homoth, Holger Bartolf, Robert Bosch, D; Ingmar Kalffass, University of Stuttgart, D

7 Challenging the 2D-Short Circuit Detection Method for SiC MOSFETs  Patrick Hofstetter, Mark-M. Bakran, University of Bayreuth, D

8 Characterization of the Parasitic Turn-On Behaviour of Discrete CoolSiC™ MOSFETs  Klaus Sobe, Blaz Klobucar, Infineon Technologies, A; Thomas Basler, Infineon Technologies, D
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>DC-DC Hard and Soft Switched Converter I</td>
<td>Alexander Stippich, Lukas Fräger, Alexander Sewergin, Tobias Kamp, Rik W. De Doncker</td>
<td>RWTH Aachen University, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GaN Based High-Density Unregulated 48 V to x V LLC Converters with ≥ 98 % Efficiency for Future Data Centers</td>
<td>Mohamed Ahmed, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, USA; Fred Lee, Qiang Li, CPES, USA; Michael de Rooij, David Reusch, Efficient Power Conversion (EPC), USA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Partial-Load Optimization of a High-Voltage Residential Battery Converter with Silicon Carbide MOSFETs</td>
<td>Leonhard Probst, Daniel von Kutzleben, Cornelius Armbruster, Christian Schöner, Fraunhofer Institute ISE, D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Traveling Wave Piezoelectric Transformer for Multi-Level Isolated Gate-Driven Power Supply</td>
<td>Thomas Martinez, Denis Labrousse, Francois Costa, Dejan Vasic, SATIE – Laboratory, F; Gael Pillonnet, CEA, F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Accurate Prediction of Thermal Runaway at Blocking Conditions in Drives Applications</td>
<td>Alexander Philippou, Christian Müller, Franz-Josef Niedernostheide, Benjamin Sahan, Infineon Technologies, D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>On the Thermal Performance of Si3N4-Based Ceramic Multilayer Substrates</td>
<td>Tilo Welker, Markus Rüppel, Rainer Herrmann, Olivier Mathieu, Sebastian Pölster, Andreas Meyer, Rogers Germany, D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Trend in Thermal Resistance of Advanced Power Modules</td>
<td>Nobuyuki Shishido, Masanori Tsukuda, Green Electronics Research Institute, J; Shinichi Nishizawa, Kyushu University, J</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Redundant Liquid Cooled SiC Inverter with Highest Power-to-Weight Ratio for Electrical Drive Applications</td>
<td>Stefan Pfefferlein, Alexander Hensler, Philipp Oschmann, Ewenrij Ochs, Siemens, D; Marco Ubelacker, Brose, D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Computationally Efficient Leakage Inductance Estimation of Multi-Winding Medium Frequency Transformers</td>
<td>Marko Mogorovic, Drazen Dujc, Power Electronics Laboratory, EPFL, CH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Computer-Aided Design and Optimization of an Integrated Transformer with Distributed Air Gap and Leakage Path for LLC Resonant Converter</td>
<td>Lukas Kuck, Frank Schafmeister, Joachim Böcker, University of Paderborn, D; Herbert Jungwirth, Michael Schmidhuber, SUMIDA Components &amp; Modules, D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Simulation Methods for the Design of Power Magnetics</td>
<td>Jörn Schliewe, Stefan Schelfer, Matthias Köpren, Stefan Weber, TDK Electronics, D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Adaptation of the Jiles Atherton Model Based on Measurements on the Anhysteresis of Magnetic Material</td>
<td>Jörn Schliewe, Stefan Schelfer, Matthias Köpren, Stefan Weber, TDK Electronics, D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Paper Nr.

Special Session: Smart Functions in Power Electronics

21 SmartIPM – Innovation by Integration  145
Christian Daniel, Infineon Technologies, D

22 Drive as a Sensor and Condition-Based Monitoring  149
Jörg Dannehl, Norbert Hanigovszki, Sanjeeet Kumar Dwivedi, Danfoss Drives, DK; Michael Burhardt, Danfoss Drives, D

23 Inverter Smart Operation: Combining Power Electronics and Internet Technology  155
David Martini, ABB/Power One, I

Advanced IGBTs

24 New 950-V IGBT and Diode Technology Integrated in a Low-Inductive ANPC Topology for Solar Applications  160
Christian Müller, Johannes Laven, Andressa Colvero Schittler, Infineon Technologies, D

25 1,700 V 7th-Generation “X Series” RC-IGBT Modules for Industrial Applications  168
Akio Yamano, Hiroaki Ichikawa, Toru Aji, Yuichi Onozawa, Seiichi Takahashi, Makoto Isozaki, Souichi Okita, Shinichi Yoshiwata, Yasuyuki Kobayashi, Fuji Electric, J

26 Potential of Passive Feedbacks to Reduce Dynamic Current Imbalances of Paralleled IGBTs  175
Robin Werner, Hans-Günter Eckel, University of Rostock, D; Jan Weigel, Jürgen Böhmer, Siemens, I

Advanced Device Technologies

30 Bidirectional Switch based on Silicon High Voltage Superjunction MOSFET and TVS Diode Used in Low Voltage DC Solid – State Circuit Breaker  204
Kenan Askan, Michael Bartonek, Eaton Industries, A; Franz Stueckler, Infineon Technologies, A

31 Diamond Schottky-Diode in a Non-Isolated Buck Converter  212
Richard Reiner, Verena Zörbig, Lucas Pini, Philipp Reirke, Dirk Meder, Stefan Moench, Fouad Benkhelifa, Volker Cimalla, Rüdiger Quay, Christoph Nebel, Oliver Ambacher, Fraunhofer Institute IAF, D

32 Short Circuit Detection Methods for Silicon Carbide (SiC) Power Semiconductors  217
Marco Liserre, Jonas Person, Markus Andresen, Christian Albrechts University of Kiel, D; Ole Mühlfeld, Tim Rettmann, Danfoss Silicon Power, D

Control Techniques and Electrical Drives

33 Sensorless Predictive Speed Control of Permanent-Magnet Synchronous Generators in Wind Turbine Applications  224
Mohamed Abdelrahem, Ralph Kennel, Technical University of Munich, D; Christoph Hackl, University of Applied Sciences Munich, D; Jose Rodriguez, University Andres Bello, RCH

34 Design Study and Prototype of 150 kW Inverter with Discrete SiC MOSFETs  232
Teresa Bertelshofer, Mark-M. Bakvan, University of Bayreuth, D; Marco Denk, ZF Friedrichshafen, D

35 The Four-Pole Planetary Motor  240
Richard Spießberger, Andreas Brunner, Manfred Schrödl, TU Wien, A

Automotive Power Converters

DC-DC Hard and Soft Switched Converter II

27 Cascaded Boost Converter to Achieve High Voltage Boost Rate – Conduction Loss Analysis  183
Ryoga Kiguchi, Yasuyuki Nishida, Chiba Institute of Technology, J

28 A DC-DC Converter Based on a Very High Frequency Power Tuned Oscillator  190
Charley Lanneluc, Xavier Maynard, Rawad Makhoul, Pierre Perichon, CEA, F; David Frey, Pierre-Olivier Jeannin, Yves Lembeye, CNRS, F

29 Conception and Command of a Three Phase Series Resonant Converter under Unbalanced Condition  196
Benjamin Loyer, Mickaël Petit, SATIE, F; Eric Laboure, GeePs, F
A 6.6 kW High Power Density Bi-directional EV On-Board Charger Based on SiCMOSFETs
Chen Wei, Dongfeng Zhu, Hailao Xie, Cree, CN; Jianwen Shao, Wolfspeed, A Cree Company, USA

Optimization of Air-Cooled On-Board Battery Chargers for Electric Vehicles Using Wide Bandgap Devices
Silvia Zulk, Axel Mertens, Leibniz University Hannover, D

Evaluation of 800 V Traction Inverter with SiC-MOSFET versus Si-Igbt Power Semiconductor Technology
Stefan Hain, Marco Denk, Michael Meiler, ZF Friedrichshafen, D

Electro-Thermal Co-Design of A 250 kW Silicon Carbide Traction Inverter for Heavy Equipment Applications
Yue Zhao, Alan Mantooth, Zhongjig Wang, University of Arkansas, USA; Muhammad Jahidul Hoque, Nithin Vinod Upot, University of Illinois, USA; Brett Sparkman, John Fraley, Wolfspeed, A Cree Company, USA

Special Session: Safety in Motion

Optimized Solutions for Safe Motion Control Applications
Karim Jamal, Texas Instruments, D; Mike Hannah, Bharat Rajaram, Texas Instruments, USA

Safety Related Current Monitoring for Multiphase Motors Built with Digital Current Transducers
Jens Onno Krah, Cologne University of Applied Sciences, D; Jürgen Koß, LEM Europe, D; Burkhard Köhler, Institut für Arbeitsschutz IFA/DGUV, D

Design Single Chip Mixed Criticality Motion Systems with ZYNQ Ultrascale+ SoC SIL3 HFT=1
Giulio Corradi, Xilinx, D

Use of Safety MCUs for Industrial and Automotive Applications
Roger Ungerer, NXP Semiconductors Germany, D

High Voltage SiC

Ultra-High Voltage (40 kV) Switches Implemented Using SiC Super Cascodes
Anup Bhalla, Xueqing Li, Pete Losee, Melvin Nava, United Silicon Carbide, USA

2nd Generation High Performance 4H-SiC MOSFETs with 1.7 kV Rating for High Power Applications
Kenichi Hamano, Masayoshi Tarutani, Yasunori Oritsuki, Toshikazu Tanioka, Masayuki Imaizumi, Naohika Hanano, Eisuke Suekawa, Y. Miyazaki, Mitsubishi Electric, J

A 3.3 kV 1000 A High Power Density SiC Power Module with Sintered Copper Die Attach Technology
Kan Yasui, Seichi Hayakawa, Takashi Ishigaki, Toshikazu Morita, Toshihisa Tabata, Yuji Takayanagi, Yuta Inoue, Tatsunori Murata, Akiyoshi Tadano, Koyo Kinoshita, Masahiko Hoshi, Katsuya Kosui, Kohei Shono, Kanya Hamada, Takashi Imaizumi, Katsuki Saito, Hitachi Power Semiconductor Device, J; Hiroyuki Matsushita, Hiroshi Miki, Toru Masuda, Toshiyuki Kobayashi, Takashi Ando, Akitoyo Kono, Hitachi, J

All SiC Module with 2nd Generation Trench Gate SiC MOSFETs
Mikya Chonabayashi, Makoto Isozaki, Susumu Iwamoto, Masaaki Miyajima, Yasuyuki Kobayashi, Keishiro Kumada, Takashi Shigii, Hiroshi Kimura, Yasuhiko Onishi, Keiji Okumura, Yusuke Sekino, Takahito Harada, Souichirou Okita, Fuji Electric, J

New Packages

Low Inductive SiC Mold Module with Direct Cooling
Christoph Marczok, Eckart Hoene, Tina Thomas, Fraunhofer Institute IZM, D; Andreas Meyer, Karsten Schmidt, Rogers Germany, D
Characterization of 1.7 kV SiC MOSFET / Si IGBT Cross-Switch Hybrid on the LinPak Platform 330
Slavo Kcin, Francisco Canales, Jean-Yves Loisy, Stanislav Skibin, ABB Corporate Research, CH; Umamaheswara Vemulapati, Gernot Stampf, ABB Semiconductors, CH; Munaf Rahimo, MTAL, CH

Development of a Novel 600 V / 50 A Power Package with Semiconductor Chips Sandwiched between PCB Substrates Using Double-Side Ag-Sintering 338
Vladimir Polezhaev, Arkit Sharma, Till Huesgen, University of Applied Science Kempten, D; Alexander Schiffmacher, Lorenz Litzenberger, Jürgen Wilde, University of Freiburg, D

High-Power SiC and Si Module Platform for Automotive Traction Inverter 344
Jürgen Schuderer, Chunlei Liu, Niko Pavlicek, Giovanni Antonio Salvatore, Jean-Yves Loisy, Daniele Torresin, Thomas Gradinger, Fabian Mohn, Arne Schröder, David Baumann, ABB Switzerland, CH; Andreas Apelsmeier, Audi, D

Simple Slew-Rate Control Technique Cuts Switching Losses 352
Wolfgang Frank, Infineon Technologies, D

Communication Using the Isolated Power Supply of the Gate Drivers for SiC Semiconductors Monitoring Applications 357
Julien Weckbrodt, Nicolas Ginot, Christophe Batard, University of Nantes, F; Thanh Long Le, Safran Tech, F

Centralized Short-Circuit Detection for Multiphase Inverters 362
Thomas Huber, Alexander Kleinmaier, University of Applied Sciences Landshut, D; Ralph Kennel, Technical University of Munich, D

A Predictive Model to Investigate the Effects of Gate Driver on dV/dt in Series Connected SiC MOSFETs 369
Pierre Lefranc, Luciano Alves, Pierre-Olivier Jeannin, Benoit Sarrazin, Van-Sang Nguyen, Jean-Christophe Crebier, G2Elab, F

3.3 kW High-Frequency Full-Bridge LLC DC-DC Converter with SiC MOSFETs 377
Yuequan Hu, Jianwen Shao, Wolfspeed/Cree, USA

Development of Bi-Directional Isolated DC-DC Converter for Battery Test Equipment 384
Bahram Ashrafinia, Roland Robrecht, Andreas Dahm, Markus Scherey, Digatron Industrie Elektronik, D

Design of Integrated Inductors in Multi-Phase Buck/Boost Converters Including Operation with Deactivated Phases 392
Willy May, Johannes Pforr, Technical University of Ingolstadt, D

An Interleaved DC-DC Converter for Automotive Applications with GaN Power Semiconductors 400
Anton Chupryn, Andreas Lindemann, Lars Middelstaedt, Otto-von-Guericke-University, D

Model-Based Synchronous Optimal Modulation for Three-Level Inverters Applied to Electrical Submersible Pumps Systems 408
Marcelo Lobo Heldwein, Lucio Steckling, Federal University of Santa Catarina, BR

Submodule Capacitor Reduction for a 1-MVA SiC-Based Modular Multilevel Converter Motor Drive Using High Frequency Common-Mode Voltage Injection 416
Karun Arjun Potty, He Li, Muneer Al-Sabbagh, Zwei Ke, Jianyu Pan, Risha Na, Daniel Yue, Julia Zhang, Longya Xu, Jin Wang, The Ohio State University, USA

Low Voltage Modular Multilevel Converter Submodule for Medium Voltage Applications 424
63 Generic Design and Implementation of Multi-Cell Multi-Phase Voltage Source Inverters 432
Thanh Hai Phung, Lyubomir Kerachev, Jean-Christophe Crebier, Sang Nguyen, CMP, F; Yves Lembeye, G2Elab, F; Sergio Busquets-Monge, Joan Nicolas-Apruzzese, University Polytechnic of Catalonía, E

GaN System Integration

64 Efficiency Optimization in Highly Resonant Wireless Power Systems 439
Michael de Rooij, Yuanzhe Zhang, Efficient Power Conversion, USA

65 Highly-Efficient MHz-Class Operation of Boost DC-DC Converters by Using GaN Transistors on GaN with Reduced RonQoss 444
Shinji Ujita, Hinoyuki Handa, Jongsung Yang, Daishi Shibata, Masahiro Ogawa, Kenichiro Tanaka, Satoshi Tamura, Tsuguyasu Hatsuda, Panasonic, J

66 A 3-Phase T-Type 3-Level Inverter Using GaN Bidirectional Switch with Very Low On-State Resistance 450
Hiroaki Ueno, Yusuhe Kinoshita, Yasushi Yamada, Asanori Suzu, Takashi Ichiryu, Masanori Nomura, Hideaki Fujwara, Hitotoshi Ishida, Tsuguyasu Hatsuda, Panasonic, J

67 System Integration Benefits in GaN Power IC 454
Marco Giandalia, Dan Kinzer, Navitas Semiconductor, USA

Reliability

68 Defining the Ruggedness of Power MOSFETs Used in Repetitive Avalanche for Automotive Applications 460
Andy Berry, Wayne Lawson, Nexperia, GB

69 VGE,th(T) and VCE(T)-Method to Measure the Cooling of an IGBT After Short Circuit in an Inverter 466
Sebastian Hiller, Semikron, D; Josef Lutz, Jianjie Zhang, Technical University of Chemnitz, D

70 Advanced Temperature Estimation in Low Rds,on p-GaN HEMT Devices for Performing Power Cycling Tests 473
Jörg Franke, Josef Lutz, Christian Bäumler, Danny Kretzschmar, Technical University of Chemnitz, D

71 Investigating the Mold Compounds Influence on Power Cycling Lifetime of Discrete Power Devices 479
Alexander Otto, Rainer Dudek, Ralf Döring, Sven Rzepka, Fraunhofer Institute ENAS, D

Current Sensing

72 Applicability of New Current Sensing Techniques in Motor Control 487
Frank Lautner, Mark-M. Bakran, University of Bayreuth, D

73 Novel Current Measurement Concept for Half Bridge Topologies Based on Simple-to-Implement Digital Current Observer 495
Mohsin Ejaz Ahmad, Frank Schalmeister, Joachim Böcker, University of Paderborn, D

74 Very Efficient Current Observer for Sigma Delta Modulation based Current Transducers for High Bandwidth Current Control 502
Jens Onno Krah, Eduard Fitz, Cologne University of Applied Sciences, D; Pascal Maeder, LEM International, CH

75 A Derivative Pulsed-Current Sensor and its Application for Protection and Monitoring of GaN HEMTs 510
Shmuil Ben-Yakob, Ben Gurion University, IL; David Shapiro, Sharon Apter, VISIC Technologies, IL

High Voltage IGBTs

76 Enhancing Short-Circuit Capability of High-Performance IGBTs by Gate-Drive Unit 515
Jan Fuhrmann, Julian da Cunha, Hans-Günter Eckel, Robin Werner, University of Rostock, D
Paper Nr.

77  **Humidity Robustness of IGBT Guard Ring Termination**  522
Boni Boksteen, Charalampos Papadopoulos, Chiara Covasce, Gontran Pâques, ABB Switzerland, CH

78  **New 6.5 kV / 1000 A Module with LOCOS Trench Oxide IGBT Chips and Design Variation for Traction and HVDC Applications**  530
Luther-King Ngwendson, Owen Basset, Mark Birkett, Mark Briggs, Lee Coulbeck, Ian Deviny, Tony Garraway, John Hutchings, Ian Deviny, Luther-King Ngwendson, Dynex Semiconductor, GB

79  **High Power Density Oscillation Free 1800 A / 3300 V E2 IGBT Module with TNOOS+ IGBT and PIC FRD Technology**  535
Xubin Ning, Haihui Luo, Yao Yao, Rongzhen Qin, Qiang Xiao, Feiyu Zhou, Canli Tan, Yuan Teng, Pengfei Liu, Haibo Xiao, Zhuhou CRRC Times Electric, CN; Ian Deviny, Luther-King Ngwendson, Dynex Semiconductor, GB

80  **Novel 550 A_3300 V Module with IGBT4 and .XT Technology in XHP3 Package to Enhance Power Density and Lifetime for Next Generation Power Converters**  539
Vishal Jadhav, Ulrich Schwarz, Sven S. Buchholz, Waleri Brekel, Infineon Technologies, D

Special Session: Smart Transformers

81  **Requirements for Smart Transformer**  544
Marco Lisserre, Rongwu Zhu, Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel, D

82  **Solid State Transformers with SiC Building Blocks**  552
Ravi Raju, Jovan Bebic, General Electric, USA

83  **Power Electronic Traction Transformers in 25 kV / 50 Hz Systems: Optimisation of DC-DC Isolated Converters with 3.3 kV SiC MOSFETs**  553
Florent Morel, Alexis Foulmaeu, Laboratoire Ampère, F; Philippe Ladoux, University of Toulouse, F; Caroline Stackler, Piotr Dworakowski, Nathan Evans, François Wallart, Supergrid Institute, F

84  **100 kW Bi-Directional DC-DC Converter Using SiC Mosfets**  561
Jamie Lamb, David Gurwicz, Nigel Jakeman, Turbo Power Systems, GB

85  **Technical Requirements and Challenges for Grid Applications of Smart Transformers**  566
Marius Langasser, Giovanni De Carne, Christian Albrechts University of Kiel, D; Ali Kazerooni, Michael Eves, James Yu, SP Energy Networks, GB

Control Methods for Power Converters

86  **Decentralized Controller for the Cell-Voltage Balancing of a Multilevel Flying Cap Converter**  571
Miguel Vivert, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, CO; Marc Cousineau, Philippe Ladoux, University of Toulouse, F; Joseph Fabre, LAPLACE Laboratory, F

87  **Predictive Resonant Converter for Computing Applications**  579
Xiaomin Wu, Tobias Raimar, ON Semiconductor, D; Alessandro Zafarana, ON Semiconductor, I

88  **Model-Based Control of an Inverter for Wide Range Soft-Switching Operation**  585
Felix Muthey, Anton Gorodnichiev, Eivind Langnes, Georg Pangalos, Frerk Haase, Fraunhofer Institute ISIT, D

89  **Continuously Variable Controlled Transformer for Grid Voltage Stabilization**  593
Bernhard Girardi, Kurt Schenk, NTB, CH

90  **Adaptive Switching Sequence Selection in Space Vector Modulation of Buck-Type PWM Rectifiers**  601
Lorenzo Giuntini, ABB Industrial Solutions, CH
Paper Nr.

Power Quality and EMC

91 EMC Improvement with New Architectures of Gate Drivers for SiC MOSFET Devices 609
Luciano Alves, Pierre Lefranc, Pierre-Olivier Jeannin, Benoit Sarrazin, Van-Sang Nguyen, G2Elab, F

92 Multi-Cell DC-DC Converters – Input Differential Mode Filtering Generic Design Rules and Implementation 616
Théo Lamorelle, Jean-Christophe Credier, Yves Lembeye, G2Elab, F; Sang Nguyen, CMP, F; Jean Christophe Podvin, David Rubio, Maatel, F

93 Input Filter Protection in Current Source Rectifiers 624
Lorenzo Giuntini, ABB Industrial Solutions, CH

94 A Novel Approach to Reduce EMI in Switched-Mode Power Supplies Operating at Fixed Switching Frequencies 630
Florian Hubert, Thomas Dörbaum, Philipp Dorsch, Stefan J. Rupitsch, Friedrich-Alexander-University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, D

95 Design of a Hybrid Common – Mode EMI Filter for Traction Inverters in Electrical Vehicles 638
Denis Müller, Michael Bettle, Stefan Tenbohlen, University of Stuttgart, D; Konstantin Spanos, Robert Bosch, D

GaN Devices

96 Improvements on Dynamic On-State Resistance inNormally-off GaN HEMTs 643
Carsten Kuring, Sibylle Dieckerhoff, Technical University of Berlin, D; Marvin Tannhäuser, Siemens, D

97 Reliability Test Results of PCB Soldered GaN GIT Devices 651
Roman Boldyrjew-Mast, Josef Lutz, Jörg Franke, Danny Kretzschmar, Technical University of Chemnitz, D

98 GaN-GIT Power Transistor Switching Behavior and Application in a Motor Drive Inverter 659
Michael Lutz, Jörg Weiß, Siemens, D; Josef Lutz, Technical University of Chemnitz, D

99 The Effect of Dynamic On-State Resistance to System Losses in GaN-Based Hard-Switching Applications 665
Ruoyu Hou, Juncheng Lu, GaN Systems, CDN

AC-DC and DC-AC Converters

100 Design Considerations of a Single Stage LLC Battery Charger 672
Wenqi Zhou, Robert Bosch, D; Martin Wattenberg, Robert Bosch Center for Power Electronics, D; Ulf Schwalbe, University of Applied Sciences Fulda, D

101 Experimental Evaluation of Boost and Flyback Based Resistor Emulators for Ferroresonance Damping in Isolated Neutral MV Distribution Grids 679
Francisco Azcondo, Eduardo Bayona, Raquel Martínez, Mario Marana, Alberto Piqué, University of Cantabria, E; Rafael Minguez, Viesgo, E

102 Converter Loss Evaluation of Flyback Converter Applying Power Decoupling Capability with ZVS Operation 685
Hiroki Watanabe, Jun-ichi Itoh, Nagaoka University of Technology, J; Shinichiro Nagai, Naoki Kikke, Pony Electric, J

103 Combining the Benefits of SiC T-MOSFET and Si IGBT in a Novel ANPC Power Module for Highly Compact 1500-V Grid-Tied Inverters 693
Benjamin Sahan, Andre Lenze, Christian Müller, Jens Czichon, Maximilian Slawinski, Infineon Technologies, D

Chip Bond Technologies

104 Failure Mechanisms of Sintered Die Top Systems under Power Cycling Tests 699
Andreas Hinrich, Benjamin Fabian, Anna Wolf, Marko Kalajica, Andreas Klein, Anton Mirc, Sven Thomas, Heraeus, D; Nan Jiang, Josef Lutz, Technical University of Chemnitz, D; Martin Becker, Danfoss Silicon Power, D

105 Reliability of SiC MOSFET with Danfoss Bond Buffer in Automotive Traction Power Modules 704
Alexander Streibel, Martin Becker, Ole Mühfeld, Danfoss Silicon Power; D; Jeffrey Casady, Brett Hull, Shadi Sabri, Daniel J. Lichtenwainer, Wolfspeed, USA

106 Relationship between Bonding Properties and Porosity of Sintered Cu Bonding 711
Hideo Nakako, Dai Ishikawa, Yoshinor Ejiri, Chie Sugama, Yuki Kawana, Motohiro Negishi, Yuichi Yanaka, Hitachi Chemical, J

107 Silver Alloy Wire Bonding Interconnection Technology Used in Power Module 716
Kazuhiko Sakutani, Satoshi Kondo, Taketoshi Shikano, Koji Yamazaki, Mitsubishi, J

Power Modules Design
Paper Nr.

108 Pin-Fin Design and Optimization for Direct Cooling of Electric-Vehicle Traction Inverters 720
Thomas Gradinger, Daniele Torresin, ABB Switzerland, CH

109 Comparative Study on the Dynamic Behavior of Next Generation IGBT Modules and Freewheeling Diode Optimization 727
Uwe Schilling, Peter Beckedahl, Semikron, D

110 Parasitics Optimization for GaN HEMTs in Conventional Housing-Type Power Modules 735
Juncheng Lu, Ruoyu Hou, GaN Systems, CDN

111 Retrofitting Wide Band Gap Devices to Classic Power Modules Using Silicon RC Snubbers 742
Stefan Matlok, Norman Boettcher, Bernd Eckardt, Tobias Erbacher, Philipp Hörnuf, Markus Jahn, Martin März, Fraunhofer Institute IISB, D

High Power Semiconductors

112 Thyristors with Low Circuit Commutated Turn-Off Time for HVDC and FACTS 749
Jan Vobecky, ABB Switzerland, CH

113 IGBTs in HVDC Systems: Analysis and Assessment of Losses 753
Davin Guédon, Philippe Ladoux, University of Toulouse, F; Sébastien Sanchez, Laplace Laboratory, F; Mehdi Kanoun, EDF, F

114 High Voltage Thyristors with Self-Protection Elements in Cases Beyond Safe Operation Mode 761
Dmitry Tsitskin, Alexey Surma, Vladimir Verevkin, Konstantin Stavtsev, JSC Proton-Electrolyt, RUS

115 High Current Welding Diodes: Impact of Silicon Wafer Thickness and Diffusion Profile on Forward Voltage Drop 765
Adela Vosvrdova, Libor Pina, Ladislav Radvan, ABB, CZ

116 Investigation of Power LTTs in Ulmost Pulse Modes 769
Aleksy Khapugin, Alexander Plotnikov, Valentin A. Martynyenko, Alexey Grishanin, Vladimir Kartsaev, Stanislav Kosritskii, PJSC Electroprivyamitel, RUS

117 High Reliability 6500 V IGBT with Low-Stress Copper Metallization 776
Hongxin Zhang, Yu Feng, Hailui Luo, Guoyou Liu, CanJian Tan, Xingyao Han, Jie Ding, Zhihui Tang, Honglu He, Zhaoai Pan, Zhuzhou CRRC Times Electric, CN; Ian Deviny, Dynex Semiconductor, GB

118 Parallel Short-Circuits in Three-Level ANPC Converters 781
David Hammes, Hans-Günter Eckel, Robin Werner, University of Rostock, D; Dietmar Krug, Siemens, D

119 Field Stop Press-Pack Diodes in Half Bridge Submodules for Increased Efficiency in MMC Applications 789
Fabian Hohmann, Mark-M. Bakran, University of Bayreuth, D

Advanced IGBTs and MOSFETs

120 New, Best-In-Class 900-A 1200-V EconoDUALTM 3 with IGBT 7: Highest Power Density and Performance 797
Klaus Vogel, Jan Baurichter, Oliver Lenze, Ulrich Nolten, Alexander Philippou, Philipp Ross, Andreas Schmal, Christoph Urban, Infineon Technologies, D

121 Low Loss 820 A / 750 V S3+ IGBT Module with New IGBT and Diode Technology for EV/HEV Application 805
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